
  

  

 

 

 

DETAILS & CONDITIONS 

Qualify live for the WPTN Brussels in our Viage Poker room and get a shot at our Last Longer 

Jackpot involving all live satellite winners! You can win €2.000* including a ticket to our next 

WPTN event during summer! 

DESCRIPTION: 

The « Last Longer Challenge » is a last longer bet involving players who won a satellite ticket for WPTN Brussels Main 

Event. Only players who have won a ticket - and not those who bought a ticket from a satellite winner - are eligible. 

The last player of this list to be eliminated from the main event wins the entire jackpot in the form of a ticket for the 

next WPTN Brussels event and the rest in cash. 

TERMS & CONDITIONS: 

 Only a satellite winner can be eligible. Claim to the Last Longer Jackpot is not transferable. 

 

 Re-entries do not bring the player back in the Last Longer Challenge. The candidate will be eliminated from the first 

time he/she busts out. 

 

 If the last two players of the Last Longer Challenge bust at the same time on the tournament bubble, they will split the 

prize by the same rules that govern the bubble situation. If the prizepool is sufficient they will both get a ticket for the 

next WPTN Brussels main event. 

 

 The contestants will be identifiable by either a specially branded patch or a special token that has to be visible during 

the whole tournament. The tournament screens will display a Last Longer counter. 

 

 The management will withhold money from the satellite’s prizepool to build the Last Longer Jackpot. The Satellite will 

always award as many Main Event tickets as possible from its prizepool. The contribution to the Last Longer Jackpot will 

be calculated after the ticket attribution from the remaining prizepool up to a maximum of 100€ per ticket awarded. 

 

 The organization will withhold the 3% staffing participation from the Last Longer Prizepool 

 

 Deals will in no way be assisted by the tournament officials and should be kept at player’s discretion. The management 

frowns upon any form of deal regarding the Last Longer Challenge. 

 

 The payout will include a direct buy-in into the next WPTN Brussels main event (€750 value) and the rest of the 

prizepool will be paid in cash. 

*Estimation based on the satellites results from February 2016’s edition of the WPTN Brussels  


